Geography Major Requirements: Human Geography & People-Environment Geography Subareas

Breadth coursework: At least one course in each of the three subareas of Geography

_____ Physical geography: Course __________

_____ Human geography: Course __________

_____ People-environment geography: Course __________

Skills, techniques & methods coursework

_____ One cartography/GIS course: GEOG 170: Our Digital Globe (every semester); GEOG 370: Intro to Cartography (every semester); GEOG 371: Intro to Environmental Remote Sensing (summer & fall); or GEOG 377: Intro to GIS (every semester)

_____ One quantitative/qualitative methods course: GEOG 500: Qualitative Strategies in Geography (fall); GEOG 560: Advanced Quantitative Analysis (fall); STAT 301: Intro to Statistical Methods; or STAT 371: Intro Applied Statistics for the Life Sciences

_____ GEOG 365: Geographical Traditions & Practices (spring)

Capstone

_____ GEOG 565: Colloquium for the Undergraduate Majors (fall)

Depth coursework: At least three intermediate- or advanced-level courses, at least one of which must be advanced-level, in your selected subarea of human geography or people-environment geography.

_____ Two intermediate- or advanced-level courses within the same sub-area: Courses __________ and __________

_____ One advanced-level course within the same sub-area: Course __________

Total credits: At least 30 total credits in Geography must be completed.